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Abstract

Using minute-by-minute TV advertising data covering some 300 firms, 327, 000 ads, and $20
billion in ad spending, we study the real-time e↵ects of TV advertising on investors’ searches
for online financial information and subsequent trading activity. Our identification strategy
exploits the fact that viewers in di↵erent U.S. time zones are exposed to the same program-
ming and national advertising at di↵erent times, allowing us to control for contemporaneous
confounding events. We find that an average TV ad leads to a 3% increase in SEC EDGAR
queries and an 8% increase in Google searches for financial information within 15 minutes of
the airing of that ad. These searches translate into larger trading volume on the advertiser’s
stock, driven primarily by retail investors. The findings on retail investor ad-induced trading
are corroborated with hourly data from Robinhood, a popular retail trading platform. We also
show that ads induce searches and trading of companies other than the advertiser, including of
close rivals. Altogether our findings suggest that advertising originally intended for consumers
has a non-negligible e↵ect on financial markets.
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1 Introduction

The recent increase in retail trading activity has revived questions about how retail investors

form their investment portfolios. With thousands of stocks in the investing universe, how

do these investors decide which stocks to consider? Are there any channels that consistently

capture their attention? In this paper, we show that financial information search and trading

activity by retail investors can be predicted by TV advertising.

We document a causal link between TV advertising1 and immediate online searches for an

advertiser’s financial information. We show that ads also trigger investor interest in the ad-

vertiser’s closest rival, major suppliers, and other firms. Moreover, such ad-induced searches

predict increased trading volume of advertisers’ and of these other firms’ equity securities.

Taken together, the evidence presented in this paper suggests that the advertising e↵ect on

investor actions is more immediate and far-reaching than has previously been documented.

While studying advertising e↵ects on retail investment behavior can help explain how

investors react to attention shocks (Grullon et al., 2004; Lou, 2014), discerning the causal link

is challenging. The relationship between ads and investor actions is bound to be endogenous,

given confounding events that might a↵ect both investor interest and advertising (Cohen

et al., 2010; Fich et al., 2017), co-determination of profitability (and, thus, stock returns)

and advertising (Comanor and Wilson, 1967; Schmalensee, 1976; Vitorino, 2014), as well as

the dual nature of investors as consumers (Keloharju et al., 2012).

We overcome the endogeneity concerns by utilizing a novel identification approach. We

rely on minute-by-minute ad data and look at the investor search behavior within a narrow

time window after an ad. Our sample represents 301 publicly listed U.S. firms over the period

that runs from 2015 through 2017.2 Studying the e↵ect within a narrow time window ensures

1An average U.S. adult spends around four hours a day watching traditional (linear) TV and TV is
the dominant advertising medium by expenditure, constituting around 40% of total corporate advertising
expenses (eMarketer, 2016). Despite recent declines in viewership, linear TV remains the main form of video
viewing across the U.S. (Omdia, 2020).

2Our sample includes all of the publicly listed companies that advertised during our study period. These
companies together represent 64% of overall U.S. TV advertising expenditures.
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that firms cannot strategically time their ads within that time frame due to institutional

constraints, which mean that advertisers cannot pick the exact time or order in which their

ads air during programming breaks (Wilbur et al., 2013; McGranaghan et al., 2020). The use

of such high-frequency data also mitigates potential concerns that the e↵ect of advertising

could be systematically confounded with other actions undertaken by an advertiser, or news

about it.3

In addition to using high frequency data, we also add a geographic dimension to our

identification approach. We exploit a unique feature of broadcast network TV programming.

Most network TV programs and the associated national advertising are first broadcast in

the Eastern Standard Time (EST) and Central Standard Time (CST) zones simultaneously,

after which the signal is held and broadcast on a three-hour delay in the Pacific Standard

Time (PST) zone. Thus, when a particular advertisement is broadcast in the easterly time

zones (in EST or CST rather than in PST), we can analyze the behavior of investors in these

exposed time zones, using the behavior of investors in the contemporaneously unexposed

time zone as the control. In this way, we control for any other confounding contemporaneous

e↵ects involving the advertiser.

Specifically, we study how TV advertising a↵ects financial information acquisition via

the database of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission Electronic Data Gathering,

Analysis, and Retrieval system (SEC EDGAR). We match the internet protocol (IP) ad-

dresses from SEC EDGAR visitation logs to geographic locations, allowing us to identify the

time zone from which the visitation originated. We then construct a balanced firm⇥time

zone⇥15-minute interval panel. Such data structure allows us to control for high-dimensional

fixed e↵ects that capture contemporaneous confounding signals about the advertiser (such

as news); fixed e↵ects that capture di↵erences in Internet searching or TV viewing behav-

ior across time zones at a particular time; and fixed e↵ects that capture non-time-varying

3Indeed, the large publicly listed firms we study in this paper are often featured in media, making it
challenging to identify the advertising e↵ect using daily data. In fact, based on data from RavenPack, we
find that on 61% of days during which our average sample firm advertised, it also had a related news story.
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di↵erences in investor information sets about an advertiser (such as local bias).

We find that, on average, a TV ad leads to an immediate 3% increase in SEC EDGAR

queries about the advertiser. The e↵ect is strongest during primetime viewing hours, and

for the advertisers in the financial sector followed by firms in pharmaceuticals and consumer

staples sectors. For instance, the e↵ect rises to 11% in the case of ads of financial firms

during primetime TV hours. Such e↵ect is absent in a timing falsification test wherein we

insert placebo ads in time intervals preceding actual ads. Also, we do not find that our

ad-related queries are correlated with automated bot tra�c.

We further show that these advertising e↵ects spill over through horizontal and verti-

cal product market links. Specifically, we find that advertising can be causally linked to

financial information acquisition about an advertiser’s primary rival and its major supplier,

suggesting that, as a function of an attention shock to a specific firm, investors also seek

further information to evaluate the competitive environment of that advertiser.

In fact, such ad-induced spillovers transcend product-market relationships. We exam-

ine which firms’ filings were most frequently visited immediately following the ad-induced

search to a focal advertising firm’s filings. We do not constrain these firms to be connected

in the product space and we document the links by relying exclusively on SEC EDGAR

search data. When we investigate these links, we can identify the observable reasons such

as product-market relationships for 29% of the firm pairs. Overall, our spillover results sug-

gest that relying only on individual firm analyses (treatment on treated) may significantly

underestimate the aggregate advertising e↵ects on investor behavior.

Over our sample period 164k distinct non-bot IP addresses search within 15 minutes

after the TV ad airs in the treated time zone, suggesting a widespread e↵ect, likely coming

from retail investors. Indeed, we find that the e↵ects of advertising on investor information

search are not confined to queries on the SEC EDGAR database but are also present in

financial information searches on Google. Comparing ad-induced SEC EDGAR queries with

ad-induced Google financial searches, we find that the Google e↵ect is larger – an 8% increase
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in search. In addition, there is a substantial overlap between the e↵ect on individual firms

based on Google searches and SEC EDGAR queries.

Finally, we show that searching for financial information is related to trading activity.

Specifically, more ad-induced searches lead to a higher trading volume of the advertiser’s

stock during the following day. A one-standard-deviation increase in daily SEC EDGAR

searches triggered immediately after TV ads increases overall trading volume by 0.82%, and

trading initiated by retail investors by 1.12% (based on the methodology in Boehmer et al.

(2020)). This e↵ect is concentrated in the opening hours of the next trading day and it

comes solely from the intensive margin (i.e., from high numbers of ad-induced searches)

rather than the extensive margin (i.e., from any ad airing). Our findings suggest that 0.3%

of the daily trading volume can be directly attributed to advertising, while for the larger

advertisers this figure rises up to 0.6%. When looking at the trading activity of firms related

to the advertiser, we find that ad-induced information search on the closest rival translates

to higher trading volume of the rival’s stock. We see a similar e↵ect on the trading volume

of other related firms that we identify from SEC EDGAR search sequences.

Importantly, the e↵ects of TV advertising on retail investor trading behavior continue

to be significant in a more recent time period, despite some claims that the importance of

linear TV is declining (Omdia, 2020). We supplement our analysis by linking Kantar TV

advertising data to the transactions on the Robinhood trading platform, which is frequented

by retail investors. In the period from January 2019 to March 2020, we find that the hourly

turnover of retail investors holding a specific company stock on the Robinhood platform is

24% higher when a TV ad for that company is aired in that hour. These results provide

strong out-of-sample evidence that retail investors’ trading behavior is a↵ected by TV ads.

Taken together our results suggest that recurring TV advertising appears to be one

channel that consistently captures retail investors’ attention, sparks their search for related

information, and triggers their decisions to trade advertisers’ and related firms’ shares.
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2 Related Literature

Our study contributes to several strands of literature. We primarily relate to research on

the e↵ects of product advertising on investor behavior and firm financial decisions.4 The

literature has looked at a low frequency and aggregate advertising data and has suggested

multiple reasons why advertising can be endogenous to investor behavior.

First, firms strategically choose where, when, and how often to advertise. Advertising

campaigns have been shown to coincide with earnings announcements, product launches,

equity issuances, stock option exercises, and M&A transactions (Cohen et al., 2010; Lou,

2014; Fich et al., 2017). Firms might also strategically adjust their advertising in response to

external events that are independently correlated with investor interest. They might increase

advertising to o↵set negative media coverage of product recalls or corporate scandals (Gao

et al., 2015). Other confounding signals about a firm, such as news about product market

rivals, can be correlated with both advertising and investor interest.

Yet another potentially confounding factor is that both higher advertising spending and

more active investor interest in a firm’s stock might be co-a↵ected by the firm’s recent positive

stock performance. Increasing stock prices might grab the attention of, say, momentum

traders, but would also simultaneously increase firm valuation, which in turn could reduce

financial constraints on marketing expenditures. Similarly, advertising and profitability are

simultaneously determined and positively related to omitted variables that induce large

markups (Comanor and Wilson, 1967; Schmalensee, 1976), thus the relationship between

advertising and investor actions might simply reflect its relationship with profitability.

Finally, advertising might a↵ect investor behavior indirectly by increasing product sales

and thus raising the probability that an investor is personally familiar with an advertised

product (Keloharju et al., 2012). In such a case, the investment decision is a↵ected by

investor-consumer familiarity with the advertiser rather than directly by advertising.

4See, e.g., Grullon et al. (2004); Reuter and Zitzewitz (2006); Gurun and Butler (2012); Lou (2014);
Focke et al. (2020); Madsen and Niessner (2019). Marketing literature (e.g., Bobinski and Ramirez (1994);
Vitorino (2014); Honka et al. (2017)) has also explored similar questions.
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All of the abovementioned factors complicate the study of the relationship between ad-

vertising and investor behavior. Thus, the advertising expenditure data that are aggregated

annually, monthly, or even daily are unlikely to provide satisfying evidence of the causal

e↵ect, resulting in unresolved conclusions about these e↵ects in the literature (e.g., positive

stock price e↵ects in Lou (2014) and Mayer (2020) and null e↵ects in Madsen and Niessner

(2019) and Focke et al. (2020). Meanwhile, our paper uses high frequency data, focuses on

the advertising medium with the widest reach, and relies on a quasi-experimental research

design to overcome identification challenges present in prior research.

More broadly, our paper contributes to the literature on investor attention (Peng and

Xiong, 2006; Barber and Odean, 2008; Abel et al., 2013) and, in particular, we relate to

the work on household investor information acquisition from traditional media and web

sources (Da et al., 2011; Ben-Rephael et al., 2017; Loughran and McDonald, 2017; Peress

and Schmidt, 2020) and information provision to retail investors via social media and social

networks (Heimer, 2016; Chawla et al., 2017; Farrell et al., 2019). Earlier literature has looked

at high but rare attention grabbing events and linked them to investor reaction (Cooper et al.,

2001; Rashes, 2001). On the contrary, our estimation approach captures a recurring sequence

of shocks to household investor attention and provides evidence that exogenously generated

retail investor attention translates into searching for financial information on SEC EDGAR

and Google. We also find that such salience shocks spread to a firm’s rivals and suppliers,

i.e., increased attention to a stock a↵ects information collection pertaining to a given sector

more generally, thus relating to predictions in Peng and Xiong (2006).

In this respect, our paper is also related to the studies of the e↵ects of media on investor

attention (e.g., Chan (2003); Tetlock (2007); Engelberg and Parsons (2011)). While both

advertising and media are likely to attract the attention of investors, these two attention-

grabbing channels are substantially di↵erent. For example, financial media is strongly asso-

ciated with the dissemination of information intended for investors (Fang and Peress, 2009;

Peress, 2014). On the other hand, TV advertising is directed primarily at consumers and is
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expected to have only indirect e↵ects on investors. Moreover, a given company is rarely fully

in control of its media coverage, whereas advertising is a firm’s strategic choice and therefore

is less influenced by the interests and incentives of other parties such as media companies

and journalists. Our research thus provides evidence that a channel under a firm’s control

does a↵ect investor actions.

Finally, a recent survey of retail investors concludes that it is di�cult to predict when

these investors trade (Giglio et al., 2020). We show that advertising is one channel explain-

ing a recurring pattern of how household investors build their portfolios. Thus, our paper

contributes to the literature on household investor portfolio choice and investment deci-

sions, which has previously relied on data from surveys, brokerage records, or administrative

registers (e.g., Calvet et al. (2007); Barber and Odean (2001); Keloharju et al. (2012)).

3 Empirical Methodology

3.1 Institutional Details

Our identification strategy relies on di↵erent geographic locations being exposed to the same

TV ads at di↵erent times.5 Five U.S. national network TV broadcast-over-the-air channels

(ABC, CBS, CW, FOX, and NBC) use only one feed for all of their a�liate local partners

scattered around the country.6 When the broadcast feed goes out, each station picks up

the signal to broadcast it immediately (EST or CST time zones) or they hold the feed for

broadcast at a later time (MST or PST time zones). For example, when New York airs

the feed live at 8pm EST, Chicago airs the same feed live at 7pm CST. Meanwhile, Los

Angeles receives the feed at 5pm local time and broadcasts it to their viewers at 8pm PST.

We refer to these programs and ads that are shown at di↵erent times in di↵erent time zones

5This approach has some similarities to the methodology in Engelberg and Parsons (2011), where the fact
that newspapers have di↵erent print deadlines creates a natural experiment in the timing of news delivery
across di↵erent geographic markets.

6These channels are also by far the most watched TV channels in the U.S. with the most expensive
advertising slots, constituting 80% of the daily TV viewership (Nielsen, 2016).
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as time-shifted programs and ads.7

Time-shifted programs include national TV shows broadcast in primetime TV hours

(8pm-11pm), late night shows, news shows (6:30pm-7pm), and morning shows (7am-9am).

The remaining programming is local or includes live shows such as sporting and election

events that are shown simultaneously in all time zones. We manually cross-verify all program

categories with TVGuide.com to make sure that we are not attributing live events to time-

shifted programs in our analysis.

Finally, an important institutional detail for our identification strategy is that firms

can choose what program to advertise on, but they cannot pick the exact time when to

advertise. Advertising contracts require networks to assign ads to slots within ad breaks

on an equitable basis, which is commonly understood to mean quasi-random (Wilbur et al.,

2013). This assertion has been verified in our advertising dataset by McGranaghan et al.

(2020) who show that the empirical distribution of average ad position placements within

advertising breaks is consistent with a random placement of ads.

Our novel double di↵erence approach used to causally identify the TV advertising e↵ect

on online financial information search is more robust and more appropriate for financial

market contexts (where the primary concern is about confounding contemporaneous e↵ects)

than the single di↵erence identification approach that has been used in marketing literature

to understand consumer outcomes by Du et al. (2017) and Joo et al. (2014), who show that

TV ads cause internet search spikes, and Liaukonytė et al. (2015) who show that this search

e↵ect also extends to online sales of the advertised products.

3.2 Specification

Given that only some geographic locations are treated at a given time, our identification

strategy can control for contemporaneous confounding events. At each quarter of an hour

7Given that local stations in EST and CST broadcast the feed at the same real time, in our analysis we
consider these time zones together and further refer to both EST and CST time zones as EST. In order to
reduce the possibility that some of TV viewers can observe multiple feeds, we remove MST from the analysis.
Figure 1 shows the map how we assign the states into two time zones – EST and PST.
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interval,8 we record two observations for each of 301 publicly traded firms that had at

least one ad during the time-shifted programming in our sample period. One of these two

observations includes the number of searches for the firm’s filings on SEC EDGAR database

coming from the EST time zone in this 15-minute interval while the second one of these

observations records the number of searches coming from the PST time zone in the same 15-

minute interval.9 Note that if an ad is aired in the EST time zone in that 15-minute interval,

only “EST observation” is treated while the “PST observation” acts as a control, and this

is reversed 3 hours later when “PST observation” becomes treated and “EST observation”

becomes a control. Our sample thus contains a balanced panel based on 301 firms, two time

zones, and 78,720 15-minute intervals.

Our specification is thus estimated at a firm ⇥ 15-minute interval ⇥ time zone level:

Ln(EdgarIPSearches)itk = � ⇥ Aditk + �it + ik + ✓tk + ✏itk (1)

where i indexes the firms, t indexes time at a 15-minute interval, k indexes the time zones

(EST or PST). Ln(EdgarIPSearches)itk refers to the log of 0.1 + number of times10 that

firm i’s filings were accessed on the SEC EDGAR database in a 15-minute time interval t

from the IP addresses that are associated with the time zone k. Aditk refers to a dummy

equal to one if at least one broadcast channel aired an ad of the firm i during t 15-minute

time interval in the time zone k.

We control for three sets of fixed e↵ects. First, �it, a fixed e↵ect constructed at a 15-

minute interval ⇥ firm level, controls for what is happening nationally with the firm i in this

15-minute time interval t. That is, this e↵ect captures any contemporaneous confounding

8The choice of 15-minute interval balances between providing enough response time after an ad airing
and exposing to confounding e↵ects if the interval is too long. In Section 5.2, we provide robustness by
considering 10-minute and 20-minute intervals.

9Due to an uneven average distribution of ads within di↵erent 15-minute intervals, we define our intervals
starting at 5 minutes past each hour. Internet Appendix 1 and Figure IA1 detail the rationale of this
methodological choice. In Section 5.2, we show that our results are robust to alternative interval definitions.

10All results are robust for ln(1+number of times), ln(0.01+number of times), and the raw number of
searches.
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signal about the firm, e.g., news about the firm itself or general news that might a↵ect the

firm. Given �it, our advertising e↵ect can only be identified on the time-shifted ads.

Second, ik, a fixed e↵ect constructed at a firm ⇥ time zone level, controls for di↵erences

in the baseline interest about the firm i across time zones k. For instance, it controls for

the di↵erences in the non-time varying investor information set about the firm or local bias

based on the firm’s location of operations.

Third, ✓tk, a fixed e↵ect constructed at a 15-minute interval ⇥ time zone level, controls

for any events happening in the time zone k at a particular time t that is unrelated to the

firm. For instance, this fixed e↵ect would capture the di↵erences in the time of the day

habits, or the di↵erences in internet browsing patterns, or TV watching behavior across time

zones k at time t (e.g., baseline search di↵erences at February 15, 2017, 9:15AM EST versus

February 15, 2017, 6:15AM PST).

4 Data

4.1 Information Acquisition

We measure information acquisition by how often firm’s SEC filings were accessed via the

SEC EDGAR database from IP addresses associated with each time zone. The SEC EDGAR

database hosts all mandatory filings by public companies such as 10-K filings, 8-K filings,

as well as forms 3 and 4, and other filing documents. The database has been frequented by

over 100, 000 unique daily users on average in our sample period of 2015-2017Q1.

In addition to SEC EDGAR, this financial information is also disseminated by the data

providers such as Bloomberg, Morningstar, or Thomson Reuters and thus our estimates

provide a lower bound of the e↵ect of advertising on financial information search.11 Investors

11See Li and Sun (2018) for the discussion on what investors might see as SEC EDGAR advantages over
other information sources. For example, other sources often condense financial statements into pre-specified
formats and thus some components of firms’ financial information may be misrepresented. Also, some
accounting information such as operating leases as well as qualitative information contained in 10-K filings
are not easily available in these data consolidators (Loughran and McDonald, 2011).
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might also trade without collecting additional information. We focus on SEC EDGAR due to

the availability of the geographic breakdown of its access. As we later show, the response on

SEC EDGAR is correlated with searches on Google and we thus believe that SEC EDGAR

queries act as a good proxy for capturing general investor response to TV ads.

We obtain the server request records from the EDGAR Log File dataset available on the

SEC’s web servers. This dataset maintains a log file of all activity performed by users on

SEC EDGAR such as the client IP address, timestamp of the request, and page request. IP

addresses in the dataset are partially anonymized using a static cypher (e.g., 24.145.236.jcf).

In mapping IP addresses to the geographic locations, we consider all 256 possible IP addresses

in the anonymized range (e.g., 24.145.236.0� 24.145.236.255). We map all the addresses in

this range to the geographic locations (at a zipcode level), using Maxmind data. Maxmind

periodically tests the accuracy of the data used in their databases by checking known web

user IP address and location pairs against the data within their databases. The reported

location accuracy falling within 150 miles of the true location is 91%.

We then check whether all matched zipcodes fall within the same continental U.S. time

zone (either EST/CST, or MST, or PST). If that is the case, we attribute this query to that

time zone. If some of the 256 possible addresses map to di↵erent time zones, we exclude

this access event from our analysis.12 We then aggregate the matched geographic location

IP searches for each time zone at the 15-minute intervals.

Following past literature (e.g., Lee et al. (2015)), we exclude IP addresses that have

performed more than 500 queries on SEC EDGAR database during a day as these are likely

to be automated searches. As we report in Section 5.2, our results are consistent if we exclude

IP addresses that have performed more than 50 queries during the day.

Figure IA2 gives the bubble map for the geographic locations of SEC EDGAR queries

during our sample period, which shows that they are spread widely across the U.S.

12We lose fewer than 5% of observations in this step.
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4.2 TV Advertising

Our TV advertising data come from Kantar Media. Kantar monitors all TV networks in the

U.S. We observe every ad at the ad “insertion” level, defined as a single airing of a particular

advertisement on a particular television channel at a particular date and time. For each such

insertion, the database reports the advertised brand, the parent company of the advertised

brand, the date and start time, the channel, and an estimated insertion cost.

We manually match the name of the parent company of each advertiser to the CRSP/

Compustat and SEC CIK databases. In the rare cases of joint ads (i.e., when multiple

firms are listed as advertisers for the same ad), we create entries for both advertisers. Our

final sample includes 301 publicly listed firms that advertise on the five channels in the

time-shifted national programs in the years 2015-2017 Q1.13

4.3 Descriptive Statistics

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for our data. Panel A provides summary statistics for

the advertising data on the time-shifted ads of 301 publicly listed firms. Our dataset covers

326, 745 unique ad insertions with an average estimated cost of $61k and a total cost of

$20bn. As expected, primetime TV ads are more expensive, costing $87k on average. These

181, 266 primetime TV ads constitute 78.4% of total ad expenditure in our data.

Panel B reports the representation of firms in our data across di↵erent industry sectors.

We group firms into broad Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) industry sectors.

Most of the firms in our sample are in the consumer discretionary sector, followed by con-

sumer staples. We see few firms from materials, utilities, energy, and real estate. Consumer

discretionary sector constitutes the largest share of the total advertising expense.

Panel C provides the summary statistics of our sample firms’ financial information based

on Compustat, CRSP, and Thomson Reuters 13f data. We report the 2014 fiscal year data.

13Kantar advertising data is significantly more detailed than Compustat advertising data: Out of 301
firms in our sample with positive advertising levels reported by Kantar, Compustat records missing values
of advertising expenditures for 62 firms in the financial years of 2015-2017.
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In Panel D we report the total number of SEC EDGAR queries for our sample firms

over 2015-2017Q1. We also separately report the split of the searches coming from EST and

PST time zones. In column (1), we report the total number of queries after excluding IP

addresses that have performed more than 500 queries on SEC EDGAR database during the

day and in column (2), we exclude IP addresses that have performed more than 50 queries.

In column (3), we only look at the SEC EDGAR queries that come from IP addresses with

more than 500 queries during the day that we call automated bot queries, which we further

exclude from the analysis. Overall, we see that approximately 80% of the queries originate

from EST and CST, which is consistent with the general population distribution according

to 2014 U.S. Census.

Finally, Panel E reports the raw number of queries on SEC EDGAR in 15-minute intervals

following the ad, aggregated across both time zones. On average, we find 4.85 downloads,

aggregated across EST and PST time zones, following the airing of an ad. There is also

high variation in the number of downloads with 90% percentile being 12 downloads and 99%

percentile being 63 downloads.

5 Main Findings

Our identification strategy relies on search variation being present (i) in short time intervals

when an ad was aired as compared to when an ad was not aired in one time zone and (ii)

such patterns being di↵erent across treated and untreated time zones. Figure 2 illustrates

an example of such variation with a specific Apple ad on March 19, 2017. Panel A illustrates

SEC EDGAR queries in both time zones before and after the ad is shown in EST (but not

yet in PST), whereas Panel B illustrates the pattern when the same ad is shown 3 hours later

in PST. We see an associated increase in SEC EDGAR queries when the ad is broadcast in

that time zone but not in the other one.
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5.1 Baseline Regression Results

Next, we formally explore whether the patterns similar to the ones summarized with the

Apple ad example above exist, on average, across all ads in our sample. We adopt our baseline

specification (1). Table 2 presents our results where we estimate the contemporaneous e↵ect

of TV ads on the queries about the firm on the SEC EDGAR website. We provide results

for three specifications. In column (1), we show the e↵ect of any TV ad being broadcast. In

column (2), we refine the analysis by only focusing on the ads during primetime hours (8pm-

11pm) that are the most coveted ad slots due to their broad audience reach. We find that

the point estimate is larger when we consider only primetime ads. Finally, in column (3), we

look at the continuous measure of the log value of the total estimated cost of TV ads of the

advertiser in a particular 15-minute interval. Here we see that the e↵ect size is increasing

with the estimated ad cost, which is expected, given that ad cost is highly correlated with

the audience reach.

In terms of the economic significance, our results suggest that, on average, a TV ad leads

to 2.5% more queries about the advertiser on SEC EDGAR database in a 15-minute time

window, and this number increases to 3.2% if we look only at ads during the primetime hours

of TV broadcasting. As a comparison, Madsen (2016) finds that news events about the firm

increase daily searches by 20%.14 This suggests that ads lead to a relatively non-negligible

increase in online search activity.

5.2 Robustness

We perform a number of robustness tests where we study the sensitivity of our results to

the definition of our outcome variable and also to how we capture ad insertions. We report

them in Table 3.

We start with the robustness tests with respect to the definition of the outcome variable.

14We should note that we cannot compare these magnitudes directly because of di↵erent estimation ap-
proaches, multiple ads (and news) per firm during any day, di↵erent sets of firms, and potential carryover
e↵ects for both sources of shocks.
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Our first test narrows down the definition of automated queries. In the baseline analysis, we

exclude IP addresses that have performed more than 500 queries on SEC EDGAR database

during the day. In Panel A, column (1), we report the results if we exclude IP addresses

that have performed more than 50 daily queries. We see that our e↵ect is both statistically

and economically stronger with a stricter automated bot tra�c definition.

Our second test reverses the exercise. Here we only look at the SEC EDGAR queries

that come from the IP addresses that we have flagged as automated bots in our previous

analysis. Presumably, the bots that perform automated queries should not react to the TV

ads (although one could imagine an algorithm that would condition on the TV ad insertions).

Thus, in this falsification test we consider SEC EDGAR access from the IP addresses that

have more than 500 queries during the day. The absence of the identified e↵ect, as reported

in column (2), suggests that our result is not mechanical and is not driven by any correlated

patterns between SEC EDGAR and Kantar Media databases.

In our third robustness test, we only look at the first search by each IP address for each

advertiser. In particular, for each IP address that is searching about an advertiser within

15 minutes of its ad, we determine whether that IP address has accessed SEC EDGAR

reports on that advertiser at any time since 2012, and only flag new searches. As shown

in column (3), we find a statistically significant, albeit smaller, ad e↵ect on such first-time

searches. This suggests that advertising not only acts as a reminder to continue investigating

previously explored firms, but also induces new searches for previously unexplored firms.

In yet another set of robustness tests, we focus on narrower geographic regions. First, in

column (4) we exclude CST and only compare searches originating from the actual EST time

zone to searches from PST. Second, in column (5) we impose an even stricter geographic

definition and compare searches from the states of Connecticut and New York to searches

from California. We find similar e↵ects.

In column (6), we report the results of the specifications where we exclude the dates when

advertisers announced their earnings, i.e., those days that might see an increased activity
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of SEC EDGAR searches.15 We find that advertising e↵ect is not concentrated on the days

when firms announce their earnings.

In Panel B, we report the tests with respect to the timing of the e↵ect. First, we look at

how ad e↵ect carries over into the future time intervals. That is, in addition to looking at the

ad e↵ects in the same 15-minute interval, we study whether the e↵ect persists beyond this

time interval. While we find a statistically significant e↵ect of an ad on the SEC EDGAR

searches in the next 15 minute interval, as reported in column (1), the size of the estimate

is much smaller than that of a contemporaneous e↵ect. The e↵ect on the SEC EDGAR

searches in the second 15 minute interval after an interval with an ad is not statistically

significant, suggesting that the abnormal search dies o↵ over approximately 30 minutes.

Further, we perform another type of falsification test, where we insert a placebo ad one

15-minute interval before the actual ad. This exercise is equivalent to checking whether a

future event (advertisement) a↵ects current outcomes (searches). When doing so, we make

sure that there are no ads by the same firm at least 30 minutes before this interval, i.e., by

choosing a placement of a placebo ad, we do not want to capture any spillover e↵ects from

the previous ads. The results are reported in column (2) and show that the e↵ect for placebo

ads is not statistically significant from zero.

Our next specification, reported in column (3), defines the start of our intervals exactly

at the hour (X:00-X:14; X:15-X:29; X:30-X:44; X:45-X:59, where X is a particular hour),

instead of starting them at 5 minutes past the hour as in our main set of analysis.

Finally, we redefine the intervals to be constructed at 10-minute and 20-minute intervals

instead of 15 minutes that we consider in our baseline specifications. As shown in columns

(4) and (5), we find that the percentage increase in search activity is the largest with the

narrower time period: compared to the 15-minute interval results, the 10-minute interval

results are slightly stronger and the 20-minute interval results are slightly weaker.16

15We rely on Compustat and IBES on earnings announcement dates. Where these two sources disagree
we take a conservative approach and exclude both sets of dates. In additional tests, we also exclude three
days before earnings announcements and three days after and we continue to find a similar e↵ect.

16One other paper that studies real-time TV exposure e↵ects is Busse and Green (2002), which analyzes
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In all our specifications we cluster standard errors by advertiser. In the results, available

at request, we find that the statistical significance of the e↵ect is virtually identical if we

double-cluster standard errors by firm and time or firm and time zone ⇥ time.

5.3 Heterogeneity

We further study the heterogeneity of the advertising e↵ect across di↵erent contexts. First,

we look at the heterogeneity of the e↵ect at the level of an ad creative, i.e., a particular

commercial video. Specifically, we investigate how the e↵ect varies with: (1) an advertised

brand name similarity to their parent company’s name (e.g., Wendy’s (brand) and The

Wendy’s Co (parent company) versus Taco Bell (brand) and Yum! Brands Inc (parent

company)), (2) the ad position within an ad break, (3) ad video/campaign recency, and (4)

ad length in seconds. Given that the same parent company might have multiple ads across

di↵erent TV broadcast channels in the same 15-minute interval, we perform the analysis at

the ad creative level. In particular, for each ad in our sample, we estimate the e↵ect of each

ad on the SEC EDGAR searches, according to our econometric specification represented in

equation (1), where we di↵erence out �it, ik, and ✓tk from total searches during the 15-

minute time interval with an ad. In this way, we calculate an expected abnormal search that

is directly attributable to a specific advertisement.17

The results are reported in Table 4. In column (1), we find that advertisements for

brands that sound similar to their parent company name lead to significantly more searches

than those that sound di↵erent. In column (2), we also find that the first ad in an ad break

leads to significantly more searches relative to the subsequent ads. Columns (3)-(4) show

that the e↵ect for the second ad insertion is lower than the e↵ect for the first, and that it

is no longer significant for the third and subsequent ads. These results are consistent with

CNBC news show coverage on the stock market and finds that the market responds within 15 minutes to
the stock coverage, with the largest e↵ect manifesting itself within the first 5 minutes. This is in line with
the general patterns that we also find.

17Averaging across all ads in our sample we find that an average ad generates incremental 0.24 searches,
whereas a primetime ad generates 0.36. However, there is a substantial heterogeneity behind these numbers.
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viewers’ attention depreciation throughout an ad break due to multitasking, distractions, or

ad avoidance in general (see e.g., McGranaghan et al. (2020)). Moreover, in column (5), we

study how the e↵ect varies with the time since the first airing of a specific advertisement

video and we find that investors react more to newer ad campaigns relative to campaigns

that have been in circulation for a while. Finally, in column (6), we find a strong positive

relationship between the number of searches and an ad length in seconds.

Our second set of heterogeneity tests looks at how the e↵ect varies across di↵erent in-

dustries. We report them in Table IA1. We find that the e↵ect is stronger among consumer

staples, financial, and pharmaceutical sectors, as compared to the other sectors. The e↵ect

is the strongest for the financial sector and during the primetime hours.

We next perform heterogeneity tests where we estimate the e↵ect separately for each

firm. Internet Appendix 2 discusses the procedure, while Table IA2 and Figure IA3 report

the results. We find that out of 301 firms in our sample, 124 firms have a statistically

significant positive response to the TV advertising at a 5% level.

Lastly, we explore how ad e↵ects di↵er according to where the firm’s SEC EDGAR

filings appear on the Google search results page. We use Google Incognito search function

and collect data on the position of SEC EDGAR website in Google search results after

searching for the keyword “firm name + 10K”, e.g. “Apple 10K”. We find that the median

search result position for SEC EDGAR page was number four. Next, we estimate a model

where we interact our advertising treatment variable with the search result position for “firm

name + 10K”. As reported in Table IA3, we find that the interaction term is negative and

statistically significant, suggesting that the higher the SEC EDGAR website appears on the

Google search results, the stronger the e↵ect is. Since the SEC EDGAR log data do not

indicate the referral website, this finding sheds some light on how investors get to the SEC

EDGAR website after being exposed to ads. Our results are consistent with an interpretation

that at least some investors initiate their SEC EDGAR visits with searches on Google.
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5.4 Google Searches

We next investigate the e↵ect of ads on Google searches for financial information. In addition

to Google search volume on tickers that have been used in the past literature as a proxy

for investor interest in that company’s securities (e.g., Da et al. (2011)), we also collect

information on related keywords that lead to the same websites as the searches for tickers.18

Given the restrictions in downloading the minute-by-minute Google Trends data, we only

focus on one month of data19 and on the most populous states: California, Connecticut,

Florida, Illinois, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas, Vir-

ginia, and Washington. Since search volume index (SVI) is normalized within each Google

Trends query, we include a control keyword in every query and ensure that at least one

minute of the query overlaps with the subsequent query. Furthermore, given that Google

SVI data is reported at the state level and the index is normalized at this level and thus

cannot be compared across states, we do not aggregate the searches across the time zones

but we add state fixed e↵ects to directly control for state level normalization in Google

Trends SVI algorithm. Our specification follows the one for SEC EDGAR searches and is

thus estimated in a panel, constructed at a firm ⇥ 15-minute interval ⇥ state level :

Ln(GoogleSearches)its = � ⇥ Aditk + �it + ik + ✓tk +  s + ✏its (2)

where i indexes the firms, t indexes time at a 15-minute interval, k indexes the time zones

(EST or PST), and s indexes the states. Ln(GoogleSearches)its refers to the log (0.1 + SVI)

for firm’s i ticker and other related Google keywords in a t 15-minute time interval from the

18Google AdWords Keyword Planner tool provides total search volume estimates for every keyword and
also suggests alternative search keywords that lead to the same type of websites. For example, Google
AdWords Keyword Planner suggests that users who search for the keyword “MSFT” go to similar websites
as people who search for the keywords “Microsoft Stock” or “MSFT Stock”. We manually gather all of these
related keywords for every ticker symbol in our sample.

19For the minute-by-minute data Google only allows downloads in four-hour blocks for up to five search
terms. To make this exercise manageable, we limit the time period for our analysis to one month. We pick
August, 2016, as 2016 Summer Olympics were taking place in this month and Summer Olympics are known
to attract wide TV viewership. The main Olympics coverage during primetime was time-shifted. Our sample
consists of 156 publicly traded firms.
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state s in the time zone k. Aditk refers to a dummy whether at least one broadcast channel

aired an ad of the firm i during t 15-minute time interval in the time zone k.20

The results are reported in Table 5. We find a statistically significant increase in the

searches for ticker and other related keywords after the ad is aired in a treated time zone,

as compared to searches in the contemporaneously non-exposed time zone. As before, we

report the general e↵ect of the ad in column (1), focus on ads during primetime in column

(2), and the log value of the total estimated cost of TV ad in column (3). The estimates

point in the same direction and follow similar patterns with SEC EDGAR search results:

TV ads increase firm financial information search on Google and more expensive ads lead

to more Google financial information searches. Moreover, Table IA5 and Figure IA4 show a

substantial overlap between the e↵ects based on Google searches and SEC EDGAR queries.21

6 Investors and Markets

6.1 Investors

Because the IP addresses provided by the SEC are partially anonymized, we can neither

identify the actual investors who are a↵ected by the TV advertising nor their professional

a�liations. Indeed, it might even be the case that the investors who are a↵ected by ads and

the investors who react by collecting information di↵er. For instance, more sophisticated

investors could view ads and identify whether some ads grab attention from less unsophis-

ticated investors. In order to form investment strategies, these more sophisticated investors

might need to acquire information via the SEC EDGAR database. While we do not have

20We also perform an alternative specification where we control for all fixed e↵ects at the state level rather
than time zone level, i.e., we add firm ⇥ state and 15-minute interval ⇥ state fixed e↵ects:

Ln(GoogleSearches)its = � ⇥Aditk + �it + is + ✓ts + ✏its

The estimates are identical to those from specification (2). We report them in Table IA4.
21Since our advertising data is at the product-level, as a comparison we also evaluate the e↵ect of adver-

tising on Google searches for advertised product names. For example, upon airing of the Apple IPhone ad,
we can compare the Google searches for the firm’s ticker (“AAPL”) and other financial keywords to searches
for firm’s advertised product name (“IPhone”). This analysis suggests that the treatment e↵ect of an ad on
the financial information search constitutes 30%-40% of the e↵ect of an ad on the product name search.
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data to study this further, we are still able to study some characteristics of the searchers.

First, we look at the unique IP addresses that search for the advertised firm’s financial

information on SEC EDGAR immediately after the ad airing in their time zone. We see

that over 2015-2017Q1 period 164k distinct users searched for advertisers within 15 minutes

after the ad airing; 129k users searched within 10 minutes; and 89k users searched within 5

minutes, out of 8.3m total number of distinct non-bot IP addresses present in our sample.22

This pattern suggests that the average per minute search for firm financial information decays

after an ad and that a disproportionate number of investors react within a very narrow time

window of an ad, which is consistent with ads inducing near real-time reaction of investors.

Second, we check the time of the day activity patterns for these 164k IP addresses that

search after the ads as compared to the average activity patterns of all 8.3m IP addresses.

IP addresses that react after the ads have on average 68% of their search activity in the

evening (6pm-12am), as compared to 48% in the case of all IP addresses. This asymmetry

is particularly pronounced for the browsing activity during the primetime hours, i.e., 36%

versus 18%, and it suggests that a lot of ad-induced searches are happening on the devices

with the IP addresses that are primarily used in the evenings.

6.2 Trading Volume

Additional signals coming from advertising and then later from the information collection

through SEC EDGAR are likely to generate dispersion in the opinions among investors and

thus facilitate trading. In this section we first provide the results consistent with TV ads

increasing not only the search for financial information but also a↵ecting trading volume.

Then, we provide several arguments to support the causal interpretation of such e↵ect.

In particular, we look at the trading of the firm’s shares on the day after its ads are

broadcast. For each TV ad airing during the primetime TV hours, we estimate the e↵ect on

the SEC EDGAR searches. To do that, we di↵erence out �it, ik, and ✓tk (defined in equation

22These numbers provide the upper bound of the treatment e↵ect as we do not know which of these
particular IP addresses would have searched for the firm absent its ad.
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(1)) from total (not logged) number of searches during the 15-minute time interval with an

ad. Similar to the heterogeneity analysis at the ad creative level, this step estimates how

many SEC EDGAR searches are directly attributable to each ad after it aired in EST and

then in PST and then adds them up to get the total e↵ect. Next, in case an advertiser had

multiple ads during the primetime hours in a given day, we sum the number of ad-induced

abnormal searches across all of the ads of that advertiser. The resulting measure captures

the total number of searches due to a firm’s advertising during the primetime in a given day.

We then relate this measure to the next day’s trading volume of the firm’s stock.23 Our

specification is:

V olumeid = ↵ + � ⇥ AbnormalAdSearchid�1 + ⇢⇥ TotalSearchid�1 + �im + ✓d + ✏id (3)

where i indexes the firms, d indexes the date, and m indexes the month. V olumeid refers to

the log dollar trading volume on firm’s i stock on day d, as extracted from CRSP database.

AbnormalAdSearchid�1 is the total number of ad-induced abnormal searches over primetime

for firm i on day d�1 as described above. Given that firms have varying seasonal time trends

both in trading volume (Heston and Sadka, 2008) and advertising, �im controls for firm ⇥

month fixed e↵ects24 and ✓d controls for day fixed e↵ects. In these regressions we also

control for the overall daily search on a given firm on SEC EDGAR during the prior day.

Such control, TotalSearchid�1, which also includes ad-induced search, is intended to remove

overall daily variation in the interest in the firm’s financial information, further assuring that

what we are capturing is the advertising e↵ect.

23Our estimation has a flavor of instrumental variables specification whereby the first stage would estimate
the advertising e↵ect on SEC EDGAR search and the second stage would estimate the instrumented SEC
EDGAR e↵ect on trading. However, the exclusion restriction in the instrumental variables estimation is
unlikely to hold since advertising might a↵ect trading directly or through other indirect channels.

24The estimates of AbnormalAdSearchid�1 are consistent if we control for firm ⇥ week fixed e↵ects, or
firm ⇥ quarter fixed e↵ects, or just firm fixed e↵ects.
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Baseline Estimates

As reported in Table 6, Panel A, we find a strong positive relationship between abnormal

search in the evening during the primetime and the trading volume during the next day.

That is, these results suggest that our earlier finding that TV advertising causes information

search on SEC EDGAR also carries over into the trading behavior. Column (1) shows the

baseline e↵ect on trading volume in a given day for ads aired in primetime hours during the

prior day, while column (2) shows the e↵ect for all ads, not just primetime, aired during the

entire prior day. In terms of the economic e↵ect, a one standard deviation increase in total

daily SEC EDGAR searches over the 15-minute interval during the primetime hours after

the ads (21 searches) increases trading volume by 0.82%. Importantly, since the abnormal

ad search measures the e↵ect beyond the total search of firm on SEC EDGAR, our findings

indicate that ad-induced searches lead to more trading than other SEC EDGAR searches.

Further, to get at the intensive margin, in column (3), we look at the subsample that

conditions on whether the firm’s ads were aired at all in the prior day. Next, to get at

the extensive margin, in column (4), we separately estimate the e↵ect for the dummy if the

firm’s ads were aired in the prior day. These results indicate that the trading volume e↵ect

comes exclusively from the intensive and not the extensive margin. That is, the e↵ect on

trading volume is not driven just by the airing of any ad but rather by the magnitude of

advertising-induced abnormal searches on SEC EDGAR.25

These estimates also allow us to perform a back-of-the-envelope calculation of what frac-

tion of the overall daily trading volume is attributable to advertising. Based on our ad-

induced search estimates, we find that the dollar elasticity of TV ad spending is $0.418, i.e.,

$1 spent on advertising translates to 42 cents of trading activity.26 Extrapolating this elas-

25These findings are robust if we consider intensive and extensive margins in the same regression, or if we
estimate the intensive margin separately.

26An average primetime ad generates 0.36 incremental clicks, after accounting for fixed e↵ects (footnote 17).
Each abnormal click after a primetime ad in turn raises daily trading volume by 0.04% (Table 6), whereas
the average daily trading volume of our analyzed stocks is $252m. Taken together, these estimates suggest
that each primetime ad, costing on average $86.5k (Table 1), contributes to $36.2k in trading volume.
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ticity to the total annual advertising expenditures of these firms of $150bn and the annual

trading volume of $18.1tr, we can estimate that approximately 0.33% of the daily trading

volume can be directly attributed to advertising. For large advertisers such as AT&T, this

number rises to 0.6%.

Robustness and Causality

We further provide robustness checks to ascertain that the link between advertising and

trading volume is causal. First, in Table IA6, column (1), we show that the marginal e↵ect

of ads on trading volume is larger when we use abnormal searches calculated based on the

narrower time window (10-minute interval vs. 15-minute interval). As the time window gets

narrower, the confidence that the e↵ect is due to an ad and not any other factor increases

as confounding e↵ects are unlikely to be correlated with the speed of the investors’ reaction.

This is also consistent with the results reported in Section 6.1, which show that the SEC

EDGAR users in fact react to ads relatively quickly.

Second, this trading volume increase is not driven by alternative factors. We first exclude

the days when firm experienced major events. Table IA6, columns (2) and (3) report that

this e↵ect is robust to the exclusion of earnings announcement days and the days if the firm

was announced to be an acquirer or a target in a merger deal. Moreover, in Table IA7, we

explicitly control for any news related to the firm which is likely to be a major confounding

factor. We separately control for news about the firm that RavenPack reports to have

relevance score of at least 75 (“News”), and the news about the firm with relevance score of

100 (“Most Relevant News”).27 We see that previous day’s news have a large e↵ect on the

trading volume but that our estimated advertising e↵ect remains statistically significant.

Third, in Table IA6, columns (4), we control for the one-day lagged trading volume

(rather than firm ⇥ month fixed e↵ects as in our baseline specifications). Our results are

robust, suggesting that we do not seem to be capturing a persistent reaction of trading

27Both 75 and 100 indicate high relevancy, which means that a firm plays a key role in the news story.
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volume to other events to which the firm has been recently exposed and which might be

correlated with the advertising in the previous day.

6.3 Retail Trading Volume

Next, we explore whether trading volume can be attributed to retail trading activity. We

follow Boehmer et al. (2020) who have suggested an algorithm to identify retail trades

from TAQ data. Most marketable retail orders are executed either by wholesalers or via

internalization. Because of the institutional arrangements, such orders are given a small

amount of price improvement relative to the National Best Bid or O↵er. Thus, transactions

with a retail seller tend to be reported on a FINRA Trade Reporting Facility at prices

that are just above a round penny due to the small amount of price improvement, while

transactions with a retail buyer tend to be reported on a FINRA Trade Reporting Facility

at prices just below a round penny. According to Boehmer et al. (2020), this approach can

identify most of overall retail trading activity.

We present the retail investor trading results in Table 6, Panel B. Column (1) presents

the baseline e↵ect on retail trading for ads aired in primetime hours during the prior day,

column (2) presents the e↵ect for all ads aired throughout the prior day, column (3) shows the

intensive margin, and column (4) shows the extensive margin. We find that retail trading

e↵ects are larger in magnitude and more statistically significant compared to the overall

trading volume results presented in Panel A, suggesting that retail investors are responsible

for a significant fraction of the ad-induced trading activity. In terms of the economic e↵ect,

one standard deviation more total daily SEC EDGAR searches over 15-minute interval after

an ad during primetime is associated with 1.12% larger retail trading volume.

In addition, as suggested by Lou et al. (2019), retail investors are more likely to initiate

trades near the open. In Table IA8, we thus look at the trading volume in the first half-hour

of the opening hours (9:30am to 10:00am) and the first five minutes of the opening hours

(9:30am to 9:35am), and we find consistent results. We replicate the same specifications as
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above, and we see that, in terms of the economic e↵ect, the e↵ect on early morning trading

volume is stronger than on the overall trading volume.

6.4 Robinhood

We o↵er further evidence that advertising e↵ect is likely to come from retail investors and

that retail investors are net buyers of the advertisers’ stocks. To provide this confirmation,

we study hourly data from Robinhood platform, which is frequented by retail investors.

We take data on the number of Robinhood users who hold a specific stock in a particular

hour from http://www.robintrack.net and we combine these data with the minute-by-

minute Kantar TV advertising data aggregated to an hourly level for the period of January

2019 to March 2020. Our sample includes 495 firms because we do not limit the sample to

firms that advertise during the time-shifted periods on broadcast network channels.28

We build the panel at the hour level for all the firms in the sample. Controlling for firm

⇥ day and time interval (day ⇥ hour) fixed e↵ects, we check whether there is a significant

change in the number of Robinhood users in the firm’s stock when an ad for that firm aired

within the same hour. Because we do not observe the locations of Robinhood users, we can

only perform the analysis at the aggregate U.S. level. Our specification is as follows:

UserChangeit = � ⇥ Adit + �id + t + ✏it (4)

where i indexes the firms, t indexes time at a one-hour interval, d indexes the day. UserChangeit

refers to the change in the number of Robinhood users holding firm i’s stock in the hour t.

Adit refers to a dummy equal to one if at least one channel aired an ad of firm i in hour t.

The results reported in Table 7 provide strong evidence that ads a↵ect retail investors’

actions in real time. In Panel A, our dependent variable is the log of 0.1 + the absolute

change in the number of users holding a specific stock, which captures the changes in stock

28SEC EDGAR IP access data are available until 2017, while the earliest Robinhood data are from 2018.
Thus, we are unable to look at both information acquisition and Robinhood users for the same time period.
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holdings across Robinhood users on the extensive margin. Column (1) reports the baseline

results for the specification (4). In column (2), instead of a dummy Adit, we estimate the

e↵ect for the estimated ad expenditures, which correlate with the ad audience reach. The

results indicate that the hourly turnover of retail investors holding a specific stock on the

Robinhood platform is 24% higher when a TV ad for that company is aired in that hour.

In columns (3) and (4), we report that this number rises to 28.7% for ads that were

aired during live programs such as sporting events. While the time-shifted identification

strategy, implemented in the main part of the paper, is a more robust causal inference

strategy for real-time advertising e↵ects on investor behavior, studying advertising during

live events also o↵ers some advantages. First, live programming advertisements reach all

audiences simultaneously independent of their geographical location. Second, compared to

other programming, live programming, and especially sports events, is less likely to be viewed

on demand or recorded. Instead it is predominantly accessed via traditional (linear) TV.29

In Panel B, instead of only looking at the absolute change in the number of users, we

also look at the signed change in the number of users. The evidence suggests that after an

ad airs, the users who acquire the stock outnumber the users who sell out their current stock

holdings and that this di↵erence is the most pronounced for live programming ads.

7 Information Spillovers

7.1 Product Market

We further explore whether advertising e↵ects spill over through the horizontal and vertical

product market links. We investigate two types of such relationships. First, we look at firm’s

29By construction, our baseline specifications for SEC EDGAR searches rely on the time-shifted program-
ming and exclude live programs because we aim to control for any contemporaneous news about the firm.
We cannot apply our identification strategy of time-shifted programming in this analysis because we do not
observe the location of Robinhood users; however, we have investigated the e↵ect of live programming ads
on SEC EDGAR searches over 2015-2017Q1 by estimating the equation (4). We find that ads on live TV
lead to a 4.24% increase (t-stat=3.60) in SEC EDGAR searches within 15 minutes of the ad airing.
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rivals. Second, we study suppliers to whom the advertiser was a major customer.

We start with the product market rivals. Here we rely on the classification developed by

Hoberg and Phillips (2010). For each advertiser we look at the product market rival that is

closest to the firm based on the firm-by-firm pairwise similarity scores, constructed by parsing

the business descriptions of 10-K annual filings. The resulting data include SEC EDGAR

queries for 219 unique firms for which our original sample advertisers are the primary rivals

(106 of these firms advertise themselves). As reported in Table 8, Panel A, we find that

the magnitude of the rival ad e↵ect amounts to around a third of the own ad e↵ect on the

financial information search.

We further look at the firms that are linked through vertical relationships as reported

in Compustat Segment database. Firms are required to disclose the customer’s identity as

well as the amount of sales to the customer if a customer is responsible for more than 10%

of the firm annual revenues.30 We look at the firms that have an advertiser as a major

customer and check if they are a↵ected by the customer’s advertisements. The resulting

sample tracks SEC EDGAR queries for 715 unique suppliers who have our advertisers as

major customers (92 of these suppliers advertise themselves). Table 8, Panel B shows that

the positive spillover e↵ect for search is limited to the primetime ads.31

Finally, we investigate whether such spillover e↵ect on rival and supplier information

search translates to additional trading activity in these related stocks. Similarly to Table 6,

we construct ad-induced abnormal search on rival or supplier firms in response to a given

ad. As reported in Table 9, we find a positive and statistically significant e↵ect on rival firm

trading while the e↵ect on the supplier firms is positive but not statistically significant at

conventional levels.32

30We thank the authors of Cen et al. (2016) for providing us with the match of this data to Compustat.
31We have previously shown that the magnitude of the own ad e↵ect, as reported in Table 3, decreases

by half in the next 15-minute interval. We also investigate how quickly the e↵ect dissipates for rival and
customer advertising and find that the magnitude of the rival advertising remains the same in the next
15-minute interval. The e↵ect on suppliers also remains of the same economic magnitude and is in fact of
the largest statistical significance in the t+2 interval, i.e., 30-45 minutes after the customer ad, suggesting
that it takes time to uncover the product market links.

32In interpreting the economic e↵ect on trading volume, we have to keep in mind that an average ad
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7.2 Unsupervised Spillovers

We further investigate which firms’ filings were most frequently visited immediately following

the ad-induced search to a focal advertising firm’s filings. Specifically, for each IP address

that queried advertising firm’s filings within 15 minutes following the ad, we check the next

firm that this IP address queried. We document the next query (of another firm) for each

treated IP address and limit it to be immediate, i.e., within 30 minutes following the original

query of the advertising firm’s filings.

We aggregate this list of “unsupervised spillover” firms over our sample period and for

each advertising firm we pick the single most frequent spillover firm. We can identify this

unsupervised spillover firm for 259 of our sample firms. These spillover firms are similar in

size and other observable characteristics to the focal advertising firms.33

We then investigate whether we can explain these links with the firm observables. In

summary, if we aggregate across SIC4 classification, Hoberg-Phillips, and Factset Revere

dataset on rivals, unsupervised spillover firms might be considered a rival of the focal firm in

63 cases (24.34%) with Hoberg-Phillips classification producing most of the matches (17.37%)

out of the three classification approaches. Based on Compustat Segment or Factset Revere,

we also see that in 15 cases (5.80%) unsupervised spillover firms are linked via supply-chain

relationships or are mentioned as partners. Finally, we investigate whether these firms are

co-mentioned in the same news media articles based on the RavenPack news dataset. For

each firm we pick six other firms that appear in the same media articles most often with

the focal company in 2015-2017. We find that in 36 cases (13.90%) the advertising firm is

co-mentioned in the same media articles as the next firm visited by the same IPs.

Overall, we can identify the observable reasons for 75 cases out of 259 in total (28.96%).

induces three times more queries on advertisers’ stocks than on rivals’ stocks.
33In Figure IA5, we display the network visualization of the ad-induced search spillovers for our treated

firm links uncovered by our unsupervised spillover analysis. This visualization reveals close competitive ties
in some spillover firm links (e.g., Apple—Microsoft, Walmart—Target, Coca-Cola—Pepsi). Moreover, the
network visualization picks up some latent clusters that are largely consistent with certain industries. At
the same time, some strong links surface for less apparent reasons.
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This suggests that ad-induced information search spillovers go further than the observable

product market links. That also implies that aggregate e↵ects from advertising or any other

salience shock might be larger than captured by the individual firm analysis or studying

observationally related firms.34

Table 9, column (3) reports the spillover e↵ects on trading volume for these firms, where

we find statistically significant results of focal firms’ advertising on the trading volumes of

companies identified with this analysis.

8 Stock Price Reaction and Further Discussion

We further provide suggestive evidence on the stock price reaction, which we study using simi-

lar methods as we did with the trading volume. Specifically, we relateAbnormalAdSearchid�1,

the total primetime daily abnormal search for firm’s queries on SEC EDGAR, to the stock

price return on the next trading day d. Our specification is:

Returnid = ↵ + � ⇥ AbnormalAdSearchid�1 + ⇢⇥ TotalSearchid�1 + �Returnid�1 + ✓d + ✏id

(5)

where i indexes the firms and d indexes date. Returnid refers to the return on firm’s i stock

on day d, as extracted from CRSP database. We control for the overall daily search for

a given firm on the SEC EDGAR during the prior day (TotalSearchid�1) and the lagged

return. We also add day fixed e↵ects to control for general market movements.35

Table IA9 reports the results. Column (1) shows that there is no overall relationship

34This analysis provides a clean identification of the spillover e↵ects in information search. As the thought
process of the investor is not observable, it is challenging to assign the direction when two consecutive
searches are observed. That is, if one were to take SEC EDGAR data and document that a search for firm
A is often followed by a search for firm B, one would not be able to conclude whether the original intent was
to gather information on firm A or firm B, or in fact a third firm C. By having a salience shock to one of
the firms, we can identify the sequence of the searches more cleanly.

35This specification is similar to the one in Tetlock (2007). The results are qualitatively similar if we
replicate this analysis using Fama-Macbeth methodology to rule out that the e↵ect is not purely driven by
the time-series component but is present in the cross-sectional dimension.
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between the level of ad-induced searches during the primetime and stock price return on

the subsequent day (close-to-close). We further follow Lou et al. (2019) and separate these

daily returns into the overnight returns, estimated as the return between the closing stock

price in the previous trading day d� 1 and the opening stock price in the next trading day

d (close-to-open), and the intraday returns, estimated as the return between the opening

stock price in the next trading day d and the closing stock price in the next trading day d

(open-to-close). We separately report the e↵ect on overnight returns and intraday returns in

columns (2) and (3), respectively. We find that AbnormalAdSearchid�1 is associated with

positive overnight stock returns but these partially reverse during the trading hours. One

standard deviation increase in total abnormal SEC EDGAR searches over 15-minute interval

during the primetime hours is associated with 1.85bp higher overnight returns and 0.73bp

lower intraday returns during the next trading day, and while the overall (close-to-close)

return is positive, it is not statistically significant.

Such cross-period reversal e↵ect is consistent with Lou et al. (2019) who suggest that gen-

erally overnight and intraday trading attract di↵erent clienteles and that overnight trading is

more likely to be associated with retail investors, whereas intraday trading e↵ects are likely

to be attributed to institutional investors who correct the temporary mispricing. Indeed, it

is likely that retail investors would put in the (market) order immediately after seeing the ad

and performing the information search in the evening, rather than delay placing the order

until the morning. That said, the stock price reaction results should be interpreted with

caution, given their weak statistical significance.

9 Conclusion

Advertising in product markets inadvertently a↵ects financial markets but showing the

causality has been challenging given the inherently strategic nature of when and how the firm

places its advertising. In this paper, we look at granular TV advertising data and exploit a
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unique institutional feature that relies on the U.S. national broadcast TV channels using the

same programming and advertising feed at di↵erent times across di↵erent U.S. time zones.

This allows us to control for any contemporaneous events happening with the advertiser.

We find a statistically significant e↵ect of TV ads on the search for financial information

in SEC EDGAR database coming from the IP addresses associated with the time zone where

the ad is aired as compared to the time zone where the ad is not contemporaneously aired. In

a smaller sample we also show the advertising e↵ect with minute-by-minute Google Trends

data which has also been collected on a regional basis. Our results highlight substantial

heterogeneity in the response by di↵erent industry sectors and firms and by ad characteristics.

We also show that these ad-induced abnormal searches explain the increased trading

volume on the firm’s stock during the next day, and that the e↵ect is especially pronounced

when looking at trades initiated by retail investors. Retail investor participation in ad-

induced trading is corroborated with an analysis that uses hourly data from Robinhood,

which is a popular retail trading platform.

This paper also documents the role of advertising in triggering searches and trading

of companies other than the advertiser. Our spillover results suggest that relying only on

individual firm analyses may significantly underestimate the aggregate advertising e↵ects on

investor behavior.

Overall, our identification strategy enables us to capture a predictable and recurring

sequence of shocks to household investor attention and reveal an important channel that

explains a non-negligible share of retail trading.
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Figure 1: U.S. States Across Time Zones and Broadcast Network TV Feeds

This figure highlights the U.S. states falling into di↵erent time zones and di↵erent broadcast
network TV feeds (states that fall into two time zones are highlighted in the color of the
time zone that the majority of the state falls in). In our analysis, we combine search activity
in CST and EST and exclude the states falling into MST time zone as well as Alaska and
Hawaii.
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Figure 2: Identification Example: Apple Ad on March 19, 2017

This figure provides an example of variation in outcome variables that allows us to identify
the treatment e↵ect of an ad. We depict the number of queries (Y axis) for Apple Inc.
financial information on SEC EDGAR coming from the IP addresses associated with EST
versus PST time zones. Panel A compares the contemporaneous query activity in both time
zones when the ad was aired in EST (and not yet aired in PST), whereas Panel B compares
the corresponding contemporaneous queries when the ad was aired in PST 3 hours later.

(A) Ad shown in EST

(B) Ad shown in PST
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

This table shows descriptive statistics for 301 publicly traded firms that have placed ads
during the time-shifted broadcast TV hours over 2015-2017 Q1. Panel A reports descriptive
statistics of advertising data as reported by Kantar Media. Panel B splits this information
across 11 GICS sectors. Panel C reports the financial data for the firms in our sample as
reported in Compustat, CRSP, and Thomson Reuters 13f database. Panel D reports the
total number of SEC EDGAR queries by time zone in our sample. Panel E reports the
average number of SEC EDGAR queries on advertiser’s filings in 15 minutes following an
ad, aggregated across both time zones

(A) Kantar Advertising Data

# of Ad expenditures
ads Mean 1% 99% Total ($BN)

Total 326,745 $61,058 $3,400 $354,900 $20.00

ABC 87,973 $65,832 $5,600 $332,800 $5.79
CBS 91,461 $55,598 $3,100 $337,400 $5.09
CW 24,796 $20,972 $6,000 $73,800 $0.52
FOX 27,466 $86,447 $7,500 $549,300 $2.37
NBC 95,049 $65,015 $4,600 $551,700 $6.18

Primetime 181,266 $86,520 $7,300 $536,000 $15.68

2015 143,993 $58,813 $4,100 $322,000 $8.47
2016 146,168 $62,966 $3,200 $431,400 $9.25
2017 (Q1) 36,584 $62,270 $3,000 $339,500 $2.28
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(B) Number of Firms and Advertising Data by GICS Sector

GICS # of # of Avg. ad Total ad exp.
firms ads exp. (in $MM)

Energy 5 457 $157,588 $72
Materials 5 2,044 $44,300 $91
Industrials 23 2,146 $77,805 $167
Consumer Discretionary 115 125,211 $62,799 $7,863
Consumer Staples 43 81,926 $44,963 $3,684
Healthcare 31 63,237 $68,793 $4,350
Financials 30 16,617 $63,754 $1,059
Information Technology 38 17,513 $81,101 $1,420
Telecommunication Services 3 14,121 $71,899 $1,015
Utilities 1 1 $187,600 $0.188
Real Estate 3 558 $39,585 $22

(C) Firm Characteristics

Mean Median St. dev.
Assets (in $MM) 83,709 10,769 283,468
Gross margin 0.472 0.444 0.223
Market to book value 4.490 3.620 2.935
R&D / Sales 0.057 0.017 0.086
Stock return volatility 0.018 0.015 0.009
Advertising expenses / Sales 0.058 0.037 0.074
Institutional ownership % 0.633 0.685 0.235

(D) SEC EDGAR Queries

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Total queries Average Queries<50 Bot queries

in MM queries in MM in MM
Total 49.24 1.04 22.14 457
EST 39.50 1.67 17.38 262
PST 9.74 0.41 4.77 196

(E) SEC EDGAR Queries 15 Minutes After an Ad

1% 10% Median Mean 90% 99%
0 0 1 4.85 12 63
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Table 2: Baseline Estimates

This table summarizes the results of advertising e↵ect on SEC EDGAR queries. We present
regression results where we control for firm ⇥ time interval, firm ⇥ time zone, and time

interval ⇥ time zone fixed e↵ects. Column (1) presents the baseline overall e↵ect for all ads,
column (2) presents the e↵ect only for primetime ads, and column (3) reports the results of
log of estimated ad expenditure. T-stats based on the standard errors clustered at the firm
level are displayed below. *, ** and *** indicate significance levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%,
respectively.

(1) (2) (3)
All ads Primetime Ln(ad$)

TV Ad 0.025*** 0.032*** 0.002***
3.105 2.931 3.07

firm ⇥ time interval f.e. yes yes yes
firm ⇥ time zone f.e. yes yes yes
time interval ⇥ time zone f.e. yes yes yes
R-squared 0.374 0.374 0.374
N 47.2MM 47.2MM 47.2MM
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Table 3: Robustness Tests

This table summarizes a number of robustness tests of advertising e↵ects on SEC EDGAR queries. Panel A, column (1) excludes
the IP addresses that have performed more than 50 queries during the day, column (2) only includes the IP addresses that
have performed more than 500 queries during the day, column (3) only considers searches from the IP addresses that have not
searched for this particular advertiser since 2012, column (4) excludes CST, column (5) only considers California, Connecticut,
and New York, column (6) excludes days with earnings announcements. Panel B, column (1) estimates the e↵ects on the next
two time periods, column (2) reports results of a falsification test where a placebo ad is inserted at t � 1, column (3) reports
results where we move the interval start by 5 minutes, column (4) reports the results if the sample is constructed in 10-minute
rather than 15-minute intervals, column (5) reports the results if the sample is constructed in 20-minute interval.

(A) Robustness of Outcome Variable
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

<50 queries Bots only First time No CST CT&NY vs CA Exclude EA
TV Ad 0.026*** 0.004 0.009*** 0.028*** 0.029*** 0.026***

3.788 0.886 3.332 3.723 4.453 3.220
firm ⇥ time interval f.e. yes yes yes yes yes yes
firm ⇥ time zone f.e. yes yes yes yes yes yes
time interval ⇥ time zone f.e. yes yes yes yes yes yes
R-squared 0.319 0.401 0.173 0.332 0.241 0.370
N 47.2MM 47.2MM 47.2MM 47.2MM 47.2MM 46.7MM

(B) Robustness with Respect to Time
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Carryover Falsification 5 min shift 10 min intervals 20 min intervals
TV Ad 0.021*** 0.009 0.024*** 0.032*** 0.013*

3.306 1.532 3.009 3.968 1.657
TV Adt�1 0.011**

2.093
TV Adt�2 0.007

1.394
firm ⇥ time interval f.e. yes yes yes yes yes
firm ⇥ time zone f.e. yes yes yes yes yes
time interval ⇥ time zone f.e. yes yes yes yes yes
R-squared 0.374 0.374 0.374 0.325 0.409
N 47.2MM 47.2MM 47.2MM 70.8MM 35.4MM
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Table 4: Heterogeneity Tests by Ad Creative Characteristics

This table reports results of the e↵ect of advertising on SEC EDGAR searches by ad video
creative characteristics. The explanatory variable is the total number of abnormal searches
in SEC EDGAR due to a specific ad creative. In calculating this variable, we follow equation
(1) and di↵erence out �it, ik, and ✓tk from total searches during the 15-minute time interval
with an ad. We then add these values across both time zones to reflect the total number of
abnormal searches attributable to a specific ad creative. Column (1) presents the results for
a dummy variable that takes a value of one if an ad was for a brand whose name sounded
similar to the name of the parent company. Columns (2), (3) and (4) present results for a
dummy for the first, second, and third ad in any given ad break, respectively. Column (5)
presents the e↵ect as a function of the log of ad creative age in days. Column (6) presents
the e↵ect as a function of the ad length in seconds. T-stats based on the standard errors
clustered at the ad creative level are displayed below. *, ** and *** indicate significance
levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Brand Name Like Parent 0.195***

5.028
First Ad in Break 0.095**

1.993
Second Ad in Break 0.081*

1.918
Third Ad in Break 0.0024

0.059
Ln(Ad Age) -0.0286***

-3.026
Ad Length 0.0051***

3.842

N 0.327M 0.327M 0.327M 0.327M 0.320M 0.324M
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Table 5: Financial Information Search on Google

This table reports the results of the e↵ect of advertising on contemporaneous Google Search
Volume Index (SVI) for all advertisers in August 2016. Column (1) presents the baseline
overall e↵ect for all ads, column (2) presents the e↵ect only for primetime ads, and column (3)
reports the results of log of estimated ad expenditure. We control for firm ⇥ time interval,
firm ⇥ time zone, and time interval ⇥ time zone, and state fixed e↵ects. T-stats based on
the standard errors clustered at the firm level are displayed below. ** indicates significance
level of 5%.

(1) (2) (3)
All ads Primetime Ln(ad$)

TV Ad 0.078** 0.091** 0.006**
2.518 2.304 2.473

firm ⇥ time interval f.e. yes yes yes
firm ⇥ time zone f.e. yes yes yes
time interval ⇥ time zone f.e. yes yes yes
state f.e. yes yes yes
R-squared 0.645 0.645 0.645
N 5.75MM 5.75MM 5.75MM
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Table 6: The Next-day E↵ect on Stock Trading Volume

This table shows the results of ad-induced search e↵ects on the trading volume the day after
the firm’s ads are broadcast. In Panel A, the dependent variable is the log trading volume on
a given day. In Panel B, the dependent variable is the log trading volume by retail investors
as per Boehmer et al. (2020) on a given day. The main explanatory variable is the total
abnormal search in SEC EDGAR during the primetime hours in the prior day. In estimating
this variable, we follow equation (1) and di↵erence out �it, ik, and ✓tk from total searches
during the 15-minute time interval with an ad. We then aggregate these values across both
time zones during primetime hours. In both panels, column (1) reports baseline results where
only ads during the primetime are considered, while column (2) totals ad-induced abnormal
searches over the whole day instead of just primetime hours. Column (3) studies the intensive
margin, i.e., the number of ad induced abnormal searches. Column (4) studies the extensive
margin, i.e., whether an ad was aired or not (an ad dummy instead of an abnormal search
magnitude). T-stats based on the standard errors clustered at the firm level are displayed
below. *** indicates significance level of 1%.

(A) Total Trading Volume
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Primetime All day Int. margin Ext. margin
Lagged Abnormal Ad Search 0.000391*** 0.000326*** 0.000347***

4.109 3.603 3.952
Lagged Ad Dummy 0.000579

0.134
Lagged Total Search 0.006377*** 0.006380*** 0.004448*** 0.006356***

3.556 3.547 2.644 3.493
firm ⇥ month f.e. yes yes yes yes
day f.e. yes yes yes yes
R-squared 0.939 0.939 0.941 0.939
N 0.161MM 0.161MM 0.035MM 0.161MM

(B) Retail Trading Volume
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Primetime All day Int. margin Ext. margin
Lagged Abnormal Ad Search 0.000535*** 0.000436*** 0.000507***

5.645 4.572 5.575
Lagged Ad Dummy 0.005722

1.031
Lagged Total Search 0.008000*** 0.008003*** 0.006117*** 0.007968***

3.592 3.581 2.689 3.519
firm ⇥ month f.e. yes yes yes yes
day f.e. yes yes yes yes
R-squared 0.920 0.920 0.915 0.920
N 0.159MM 0.159MM 0.034MM 0.159MM
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Table 7: Robinhood Platform Trading Results

This table summarizes the results of advertising e↵ect on user holdings on Robinhood plat-
form. Panel A presents results where the dependent variable is the log of the absolute value
of change in users holding a specific stock in a given hour. Panel B reports the results where
the dependent variable is the signed change in the raw number of users (winsorized at 1%).
In both panels, column (1) presents the baseline e↵ect for all ads, column (2) presents the
results of log of estimated ad expenditure, column (3) reports the e↵ect only for ads during
live programming, while column (4) reports the results of log of estimated ad expenditure of
ads during live programming. In all regressions we control for firm ⇥ day and time interval

(day ⇥ hour) fixed e↵ects. T-stats based on the standard errors clustered at the firm level
are displayed below. *** indicates significance level of 1%.

(A) Absolute change in log of number of users

All ads Ln(ad$) Live TV Ln(Live TV ad$)
TV Ad 0.238*** 0.027*** 0.287*** 0.026***

15.13 15.59 12.17 12.17
Firm ⇥ day f.e. yes yes yes yes
Day ⇥ hour f.e. yes yes yes yes
R-squared 0.453 0.453 0.453 0.453
N 77.8MM 77.8MM 77.8MM 77.8MM

(B) Signed change in number of users

All ads Ln(ad$) Live TV Ln(Live TV ad$)
TV Ad 0.052*** 0.006*** 0.081*** 0.007***

7.99 8.35 5.73 5.56
Firm ⇥ day f.e. yes yes yes yes
Day ⇥ hour f.e. yes yes yes yes
R-squared 0.140 0.140 0.140 0.140
N 77.8MM 77.8MM 77.8MM 77.8MM
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Table 8: Product Market Information Spillovers

This table summarizes the results of advertising e↵ect on SEC EDGAR queries of the ad-
vertiser’s closest product market rivals and suppliers. In Panel A, we look at the firm’s
rivals (219 unique firms), defined according to the classification developed by Hoberg and
Phillips (2010). For each advertiser we pick the product market rival that is the closest
to the firm based on the firm-by-firm pairwise similarity scores, constructed by parsing the
business descriptions of 10-K annual filings. We present the ad e↵ects on the advertiser as
well as on the closest product market rival. In Panel B, we look at the firm’s suppliers (715
unique firms). We gather firms suppliers that have advertiser as the major customer from
the Compustat Segment database, using the match developed by Cen et al. (2016). We
present the ad e↵ects on the advertiser as well as on the firm’s supplier. In both panels,
column (1) presents the baseline overall e↵ect for all ads, column (2) presents the e↵ect only
for primetime ads, and column (3) reports the results of log of estimated ad expenditure.
T-stats based on the standard errors clustered at the firm level are displayed below. *, **
and *** indicate significance levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

(A) Rivals
(1) (2) (3)

All ads Primetime Ln(ad$)
Rival TV Ad 0.022** 0.031* 0.002**

2.149 1.951 2.106
Own TV Ad 0.060*** 0.084*** 0.005***

4.530 5.001 4.771
firm ⇥ time interval f.e. yes yes yes
firm ⇥ time zone f.e. yes yes yes
time interval ⇥ time zone f.e. yes yes yes
R-squared 0.310 0.310 0.310
N 34.1MM 34.1MM 34.1MM

(B) Suppliers
(1) (2) (3)

All ads Primetime Ln(ad$)
Customer TV Ad 0.004 0.008* 0.000

1.275 1.812 1.388
Own TV Ad 0.111*** 0.156*** 0.009***

9.229 10.531 9.412
firm ⇥ time interval f.e. yes yes yes
firm ⇥ time zone f.e. yes yes yes
time interval ⇥ time zone f.e. yes yes yes
R-squared 0.310 0.310 0.310
N 112.2MM 112.2MM 112.2MM
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Table 9: The Next-day E↵ect on Stock Trading Volume of Rivals, Suppliers,
and Other Firms

This table shows the results on the trading volume the day after the airing of firms’ rival
and customer ads. The main dependent variable is the log trading volume on a given day.
The explanatory variable is the total number of abnormal searches in SEC EDGAR during
the primetime hours in the previous day. In estimating this variable, we follow equation (1)
and di↵erence out �it, ik, and ✓tk from total searches during the 15-minute time interval
with an ad. We then aggregate these values across both time zones during primetime hours.
Column (1) reports the results where the abnormal search is estimated based on key rival ad
broadcast. Column (2) reports the results where the abnormal search is estimated based on
major customer ad broadcast. Rivals and suppliers are defined in Section 7.1. Column (3)
reports the results on the trading volume of the firms that are most frequented visited by
the same IP address after the ad broadcast (unsupervised spillovers). Unsupervised spillover
firms are defined in Section 7.2. T-stats based on the standard errors clustered at the firm
level are displayed below. *, ** and *** indicate significance levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%,
respectively.

(1) (2) (3)
Rivals Suppliers Unsupervised

Lagged Abnormal Ad Search 0.001054** 0.0004247 0.0001642**
2.139 1.427 2.380

Lagged Total Search 0.013096* 0.058*** 0.0076321***
1.792 5.253 3.094

Firm ⇥ month f.e. yes yes yes
Day f.e. yes yes yes
R-squared 0.851 0.846 0.945
N 0.147MM 0.730MM 0.230MM
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